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LOAD CONTROL OF NON REAL-TIME CONNECTION IN WATM NETWORK USING VIRTUAL CONNECTION TREE S.H.S. Ariffin, N. Fisal, M. Esa Fakulti Kejuruteraan Elektrik, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, 81310 UTM Skudai, johor Bahru, Johor Malaysia. Abstract Overload has been a problem to networks handling either data or real time applications. Wireless ATM environment adds to the problem where bandwidth spectrum is limited compare to the wired medium for various types of services. This paper presents a method to minimize congestion problem in wireless ATM using cell clustering, called the virtual connection tree (VCT). VCT network has a mechanism to control the new incoming call into the network so that the congestion of the network is reduced. The analysis will compare the performance of a controlled system of VCT network with the uncontrolled system for non real time connections Keywords: Wireless Asynchronous Transfer Mode (WATM), Virtual Connection Tree (VCT), overload probability, handoff. 1.0 INTRODUCTION The Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) concept originates from the data transmission where the traffic is essentially of variable bit rate, bursty and non– stationary, this type of traffic is classified as the non real-time connection. Comparing ATM to Synchronous Transfer Mode (STM), ATM allocates slots on demand and can therefore accommodate the non real-time connection with such efficiency and flexibility that STM cannot offer. The most important challenge of ATM within the broadband ISDN is to demonstrate that its performance is higher than those of the competing STM transmission mode. Wireless ATM environment introduces a fast data transmission through the air medium with slow mobility (walking speed – 20-40kmph)[1]. Future communication network will have interactive multimedia application scenario featuring this highspeed transmission, flexibility bandwidth allocation, variable bit rate (VBR)/ constant bit rate (CBR)/ packet modes, quality-of service (QoS) selection and etc. [2,3]. Hence with wireless services, customers will free to move to any places they wish to. Though wireless ATM customers are restricted to a certain limit of mobility, handing off the on-going connections to a targeted base station might occur. When the network has accepted a call request by a mobile terminal (MT), the MT will be assigned a connection to the base station of the cell site the MT is currently in. This particular MT might want to move from its current location to a new location



where by, the signal strength to the current base station has decreased. In this case the base station will notify the MT and a new base station will be assigned to the MT. When the handing off of the signal has occurred, the MT will continue its call through the new base station. However sometimes when the new base station is fully occupied, the connection will have to wait and be put into a queue. Generally a queuing network consists in principle of finite number of nodes or base stations, where the queuing capacities are supposed to be finite or infinite. When the network notifies that it has a queue it will slow down the acceptance of the incoming calls. However, at a certain limit the network will be congested and overload occurs. A Virtual Connection Tree (VCT) is a network that grouped adjacent cell sites into a cell cluster (see figure 1). The size of a cell cluster will depend on the population of an area, which may consist a minimum of 3 base stations and a maximum of 100 base stations (depending on an area). Each cell site will have one base station to accommodate the MT within its regional area. In ATM, usually the size of a cell site is either Pico cell (100-500m) or micro cell (
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Figure 1 The hierarchical network based with cell cluster



2.0 THE VIRTUAL CONNECTION NETWORK ATM networks are designed to meet very high standards of transmission. This is achieved by powerful traffic control, congestion control and quality of service function built into the ATM signaling mechanism and flow control techniques. When a new incoming call or a handoff call is request, it must first negotiate with the network for the connection, declaring the required quality-ofservice class and other connection type parameters needed. In a VCT network, the network call processor (NCP) handles the negotiation. In small cell sites environment the need to handoff from one base station to another increases and the NCP have to be invoked every time handoff happens. The NCP also decides on the acceptance or rejection of a call coming into the network. The multicast concept reduces the need to involve NCP for handoff by grouping a number of radio cell sites into a cell cluster. When a MT enters a connection network, the NCP will allocate a multicast route in the fixed backbone network. This is to ensure the mobile terminal free to handoff to any base stations in the connection network. The fixed portion includes the base station, sub ATM switch (sub SW), ATM switch (SW) and the root switch (RS). The RS and the NCP will control each cell cluster as illustrated in figure 1. When a MT enters a virtual connection tree, it is free to handoff to any base station in the virtual connection tree without involving the NCP. The fixed portion of the connection will be maintained as long as the user moves within the virtual connection tree. Thus QoS is guaranteed to the connection in the network throughout its lifetime. A virtual connection tree (VCT) has a control mechanism to monitor the network performance. A predetermined threshold is set, to limit the number of connections within the network. 1
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Nnrt The truncated open queuing system



2.0 THE NETWORK MODEL ATM is switching and transfer transmission technique. It is one of the most modern transmission techniques. It is designed to be very flexible and efficient. An ATM-equipped transmission line or



telecommunication network is able to support usage by multiple users simultaneously, each with different telecommunication needs (e.g. telephone, data transmission, LAN interconnection, video transmission, etc.) and with each application running at different transmission speeds (i.e. differing bandwidth requirements). Hence the types of connections supported by ATM can be divided into the real-time connections and non real time connections. Real time application is for voice and video, which are highly sensitive to delay, and loss. For example, if a call enters a congested area, the call will be blocked resulting in the termination of the call. In this case we define the QoS metrics to be hand-off blocking probability. The non-real time application is for data oriented connection and are less sensitive to delay. ATM wireless data connections that are less sensitive to delay require reliable transport to transmit the cell to the destination. Unlike the real-time connections, when a non real-time call enters a congested area the call will queue until there is an available channel for it to continue transmitting. This situation will continue until the base station is overloaded and the packet coming in will stop to flow. At this time packets will suffer delay but when the overload ends the packet will flow normally. The QoS metrics in this case will be the overload probability. 2.1 Real-Time Connections We assumed that the real-time call arrivals are in Poisson process, λrt, per base station and call duration is exponentially distributed with mean 1 / µrt. We also assumed, the handoff rate of each mobile terminal, h, from any cell to another, experience the same rate of arrival of handoff calls. Furthermore we assume all wireless real time connections are of the same type (e.g. 64kbps-voice connection) and any base station can support up to m calls. A new incoming call that enters a network can be blocked if the number of connection in the network exceeded the pre-determined threshold, Nrt, or if the chosen base station in the target cell is full and cannot support any additional connection. When a communicating mobile terminal moves out of the source cell site, the handoff attempts are generated. In this paper, we consider the source cell site as the cell site the MT is currently in and the targeted cell site as the cell site the MT intend to handoff to. If there are not enough channels in the target cell site to accommodate the handoff calls, the call will be terminated. This is considered as the handoff dropping. Since a termination due to failure of handoff attempts is more obtrusive than the new call blocking, we assume the handoff calls are given priority access to the channels in the following way.



Each base station reserves a certain percentage of the total channel allocated to it for handoff calls. A new incoming call that originates can use any idle channels, provided that they are less than Nrt / B channels, which are used in the base station at that particular time, in this case B is the number of base stations in a cell cluster. If Nrt / B or more channels are used, the new incoming calls are blocked. Handoff calls however will be able to use any idle channels of the m channels in the base station. In this way the handoff calls have the priority of channels in any base station in the network. Probability of call lost or call dropping in a network may be either due to full bandwidth usage at the base station, handoff failure, blocked by the network admission controller or premature connection termination. We consider the real phenomena of call departure from a cell site consist of calls that desire to be terminated and calls that desire to handoff to another base station. Thus the actual or effective call departure rate µert is higher than the natural departure rate, µrt. The effective departure rate of wireless calls from a source cell site is µert = µrt + hrt PHD and the effective arrival rate is λert = λrt (1 - PAB ) where PHD and PAB are the handoff dropping probability and the new incoming call blocking probability, respectively. The reserved channels for handoff vary with the capacity of an area where Nrt is the allowed number of connection to a network (Nrt = 0.8 B x m). The probability of new incoming calls being blocked by the call admission control is given by:
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where E(ρ,m) represents the Erlang lost formula defined as
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We assumed that mobile handoff movement patterns are independent and identical. The arrival of newly admitted calls to any cell site is Poisson process. We consider that when calls depart from a cell site while still in communication, not all of these calls will be successfully handed off to the target cell site. We assume that the handoff process out of the connection network is statistically identical to the process of handoffs into a connection network. Hence, the probability of handoff dropping is given by:



λ PHD = E  ert , m  µ ert  



(2)



However during heavy traffic where λrt tends to infinity, the cell cluster will always have Nrt number of calls. Thus, with the Erlang load at each base station in the network is Nrt / B, the probability of handoff in heavy traffic:
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A mobile terminal that fails to handoff caused a premature connection termination, meaning that a connection is forced to terminate prior to the completion of the connection. This can be caused by multipath interference where artificial strong signal could be detected or the interference of moving objects as well as static objects that can interrupt the on going signals. The probability of premature termination is defined as the probability that a call, which is not blocked, is interrupted due to hand-off failure during its lifetime and is given by:
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2.2 Non Real-Time Connections In an open queuing system, the arrival process entering the network are assumed to be independent of each other and independent of the queuing service processes. All entering calls are supposed to leave the network eventually. This is opposite to the closed system where a fixed number of calls flow in the system from node to node without either entering or departing from the network. We assumed that the uncontrolled system to be an open queuing system of M / M/ ∞. In VCT network, cell sites are grouped into a cell cluster. Hence in order to limit the number of calls coming into the network we set a threshold, Nnrt, to control the number of connections in a network with B number of base stations in a cell cluster. The non real-time call arrivals are in Poisson process, λnrt, per base station and call duration is exponentially distributed with mean 1 / µnrt. The load is ρ = λ nrt / µ nrt . In the controlled system, Nnrt is the maximum number of non real-time connection allowed to a network and s is the number of connection connected to a base station. Hence the probability of s non real-time connections at a base station is given by [4]:
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After simplifying the above equation we get:
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However, in heavy traffic condition the equilibrium distribution of number of connection in any base station approaches a Binomial distribution: Nnrt − s
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The quality-of-service performance for non real-time connection is the overload probability at a base station. This is because a call that enters a congested area will queue until there are available channels for it to continue transmitting and the situation will continue until the base station is overloaded. The overload probability is the summation of the probability that there are more than m connections in a network with limitation of Nnrt and is given by:
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Figure 3 The overload probability in VCT network for non real-time connection ( B = 7, 20UB ) Here we analyzed two situations where 20 UB and 30 UB are assigned to two base stations. In figure 3 when the number of connections allowed to a base station is 80, a higher probability of overload is obtain and this is because more connection are allowed into the network. Further, in figure 4 we increase the size of a base station to 30UB and we get a much lower probability of overload at a base station for both Nnrt 80 and Nnrt 70. However this did not consider the case where statistical multiplexing is applied.
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4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS In this numerical implementation, we assume the system is homogenous of non real-time connections. For non real-time application, the overload state is considered as a serious issue whenever many calls arrive simultaneously at a base station. Certain amounts of bandwidth are assigned to a base station and depending on these amounts, the probability of overload state can be found. Assuming 7 base stations are connected to a VCT, the average call duration is 1 per unit time. We consider an ideal case where 1 call will have 1units of bandwidth (1UB approximately 64kb/s).
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Figure 4 The overload probability in VCT network for non real-time connection (B = 7, 30UB) To reduce congestion, we expanded the size of the cell cluster. The arrival rate is 30 per unit time with 20UB of base station capacity. The average bandwidth for each connection is assumed to be 1 UB and the average call duration is 1 per unit time. Figure



5 shows that we obtain less overload probability with more base station in a cell cluster. This system with VCT model is called a controlled system where by the system without the call admission control is called the uncontrolled system. We then compare the performance of non real-time connections in both systems. The base station in a cell cluster is assumed to be 7. Average bandwidth for each non real-time connection will be given 1 UB and the mean call duration is 1. Each base station had been assigned 30 UB and the allowed number of connection in the controlled system is 80. An interesting result was obtain in figure 6 where the controlled system maintain the QoS at below 10 –7 even in heavy load. In the uncontrolled system however, the overload probability grow rapidly as the call arrival increased. 4.0 CONCLUSION Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) can support variety types of traffic, which includes the non realtime connections. In mobile environment, one needs to move from one place to another and for non realtime communication the probability of queuing for the new incoming calls are possible. Non real-time connections do not need real time communication because this type of service tolerates delay and allows queue to build up whenever there are no available channels.



real-time connection using VCT (the controlled system) with performance of non real-time connection in similar circumstances using uncontrolled system and found that the controlled system gives better performance in terms of qualityof-service to the network users. REFERENCE [1] Raychaudhuri D.(1996).”Wireless ATM Networks: Architecture, System Design and Prototyping”.IEEE Personal Communication. August. [2] Raychaudhuri D.and Wilson N. D. (1992).“ATMBased Transport Architecture for Multiservices Wireless Personal Communication Network”. IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communication. Vol. 12. No. 8. October. [3] Cheng F.C. and Holtzman J. M. (1997). ‘Wireless Intelligent ATM Network and Protocol Design for Future Personal Communication Systems”. IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communication. Vol. 15. No. 7. September. [4] S.H.S.Ariffin. (1999). Design and QoS provisioning in Wireless ATM Network. TechnologyJournal. University Technology Malaysia. No. 31(D). December. 10 15 20Erlang 25Load 30 35 40 Controlled System ##### ##### ##### ##### ##### ##### 35 ##### 10 15 20 25 30 Uncontrolled system ##### ##### 0.013 0.137 0.452 0.773 0.938
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Figure 5 The overload probability when different size of cell cluster is applied. We analyzed the performance of non realtime connection in VCT network to see the efficiency of grouped cell site network. Base station capacity and the size of a cell cluster affect the overload probability where we found that a network will suffer less overload when more bandwidth is assign to a network. Further, we compare the performance non
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Figure 6 Comparing the performance of the controlled system and the uncontrolled system
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